The **product** of a **coefficient** and a **variable**

Examples: (answers vary)
3x, 7y, 5ab, -2d

Terms with the same **variables** to the same **power**.

Examples: (answers vary)
3x and 2x, 4ab and 3ab
7x² and -9x²

An expression with **one** term.

Examples: (answers vary)
(same as terms)
2x, 9cd, 4x³

An expression with **two** terms.

Examples: (answers vary)
3a + 4b, 8x – 3y

An expression with **three** terms.

Examples: (answers vary)
4x² + 5x – 9

An expression with **one or more** terms.

*Think of it as a family name*

Examples: (answers vary)
Any monomial, binomial, trinomial, etc